MEMORANDUM

No. 189, series of 2016

TO: DATU ROGER A. MANAPOL, MAEM
Principal IV
DiCNHS - Main

Attention: MERCIDITAS J. TARUC
MARCIA GEMMA C. DURANO
Teachers – SPFL (Chinese Mandarin)

For and in the absence of:

FROM: DEE D. SILVA, DPA, CESO VI
Schools Division Superintendent

BEVERLY S. DAUGDAUG, Ed.D.
Chief Education Supervisor – CID

SUBJECT: ATTENDANCE TO SPECIAL PROGRAM IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE – CHINESE MANDARIN SUMMER TRAININGS

DATE: April 8, 2016

1. Attached is a Memorandum from JOCELYN DR. ANDAYA, Director IV, Bureau of Curriculum Development, DepED, Pasig City, re: above-named subject.

2. In view of said activity, the concerned teachers on SPFL – Chinese Mandarin are hereby required attendance on April 11-22, 2016 at Confucius Institute at Angeles University Foundation, Angeles City, Pampanga.

3. Traveling expenses, per diems, visa fees and pre-travel expenses shall be charged against OSEC HRTD Funds, subject to the usual auditing and accounting rules and regulations.

4. For compliance.